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ABSTRACT
Content, inttructional, and curricufar val'idity as

related to certification tests, are examined. All three deal with
content validity but the dpmain differs' among the the three. ,

Certification tests must have instruttional validity, i.e., the tett

must be valid both with respect to the domain used to define the
minimum competencies and the instructional contefit domain (what is

taught-in the schools).iThe test items must be representative of the

.objectives domain but not:necessarily representative of the
instructional content dO0ain. Whether a test has content validity
with respect to .the domain specified by the curricular materp.als is
impOrtant only insofar ai it is a surrogate for instruct'ional
validity. Curricular valWity should not be used as a criterion to

establish the instructional validity of a certification test. For

tests of certification,:.arrelatively large percentage of the items

should represenb topics that are covered by all students in the
district and/or state (to assure that certification tests have

. ihstructional validity)'. A prototypic measurement of curricular and
instructional validity for elementary school mathematics illustrates

these points. (Author/ON)
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Abstract

The authors examine three types>of cuntent validity relative

to certification tests such as ehe high school graduati,itest used,

in Florida. They identify and give'examples of the domains for

curricular,,instructional, and content ialidity and make a case for

the necessity of establishing the overall content validity of a
%OP

test based upon the objectives that underpin the test:before question-
,

ing whether that test is also valid with respect to tha curricular

material used in schools or even more narrowly with respect to the

actual instruction.provided in the schools.' -Ale authors describe

and illustrate a prototypic measurement of curricular and instructional

validity for elej;entOry sthpol ma themati cs.
,
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VALIDITY AS A VAR:ABLE:
CAN THt SAME CERTIFICATION TEST

BE VALID FOR ALL STUDENTS1

William H. Schmidt, Andrew C. Porter, JOhn Schwille,.

Robert E. Floden, and Donald J. Freeman2

In the judicial case of Debora P. vs. Turlington, the cOurts

addressed the concept of validity as it pertained to,the FLorida

Functional Literacy examination. Since the test was to be used in

certifying a level of functional'literacy required for high school -

graduation, much was at stake. Out of the controversy surrounding

the examination and its use, two new types of validity emerged,

, curricular validity and instructional validity. The purpose of this

.t

paper is to explore the meaning df these two new types of validity,

io show where they fit within the psychometriv tradition, and to

consider what determines the curricular and/or instructional validity

of a test..

Three Types.of Cdntent Validity

This conference is concerned not with validity in general, but

more narrowly with the concept of content validity. The American

Psychological Association (1974) defines codtent validity as the

1
This paper was sponsored by the Ford Fogndation -and presented.

in October, 1981,at Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts.

2William H. Schmidt is tile director of the Language Arts Project

and a member of the.Content Determinants Project in the IRT. He is a

professor and chairpersonof educational psychology. 'Andrew C. Porter

is director of the Content Determinants Projectand codirector of the

IRT. He is a professor of educational psychology and associate dean

of progrA development. John Schwille, Robert Floden, and Donald

Freeman are senior researchers at the IRT and members of the Content

Determinants Project. All three are associate professors of teacher

education.
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situation in which the behaviors measured in a test constitute a

representative sample.of the behaviors to be exhibited in,the desired

performance domain. However, the case of Debora P. vs. Turlington

xaises a complication not addi-essed in this definition. For, while

the'lower court f-ound that tA test had reasonable content validity

' with respect to the skill objectives developed by the state board

4

' of education, theappellate Court maintained that thas# was anipddi

tional question of currioN.Ular validity. The planners of this don

ference have added to the comnplexity by introducing still another term:

instrudtional validity.' What, we are asked, do these terms mean and

what are their implications for tests of certification?

Defining the Three Terms

Most large shale testing programs such as state.assessment,

minimum competency,and certification tests have used a set of-

instructional objectives as "the desired. performance domain" against

which to judge content validity,

As for curri6ular validity, the judges seemed to be concerned

with using the schools''curricular materials as the domain a6inst

which to judge a test. By. the same token instructional validity

can be defined as content validity with the domain of interest being

the instructional content actually delivered by teachers in school.

The term content validity, as used by the trial court in Debora

p. vs. Turlington, referred to.the extent to which the test

accurately reflected the domain specified for development of the fest,

namely the set of skill objectives defined by state legislation and

. .

acted upon by the state board of educatilon. Curricular validity asks

whether the test, establishedas valid with respect to the domain of

'Ns
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objectives, is also consistent with the curricular materials used in

the school system where it is to be adninistered. Similarly, in-

structional validity is a matter of whethex the test, however valid

with respect to the objectives, adequately sample the instructional

content actually taught to the students'. In the discussion which

follows, we refer to these three domains as the objectives domain,

the curricular materials domain, rid the instructional content domain.

Relationship of the Three Domains

.If one-were to think of each domain as a set, the interrelatiOnships

among the types of,validity can be seen through Venn diagrams such as

portrayed in Figure 1. If content validity were equated with validity

'for the objedtives domain, as in the Florida case, the test must

adequately sample subsets A, B,"E, and-F. However, subset A represents

content in.which students taking the test were not instructed, neither
It

"was that content included in the materials used by the schools.

Figure 1. Interrelationships ;Tong the types of vfidity.

If a test has content validity with respect to both objectives

and instrUctional coneent, then it is likely that the relationship

shown in Figure 2 would obtain. In this case the objectives domain
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is a proper subset of the instructional content domain:. This

arrangement seems reasonable inasmuch as certification tests ares

commonly based on minimal competencies. The scope of the instructional

domain is large, reflecting its lack of restriction to minimal com-

petencies. Howevei, the domain of curricular materials need not"be

coincidental with either of the other two domains. Further, since

different children may receive different content, it is quite conceivable

that the model of Figure 2 would change across children within the same

classroom as well as.children in different classrooms.

Instructional
Content Domain

Objectives
Domain

A

.turricular
Materials
Dobain

Figure 2. Interrelationships among types of validity.

If the test has content validity with respect to both objec-.

tives and curricular materials,,then the objectives domain is likely

a proper subset of the curricular materials domain, suggesting a situ-

ation 'similar to the one above in which a test of minimal competencies

', is being used.

Problems in Defining Domains

One of the problems with defining a domain concerns the,level

of detail to be contained in that domain. The domain should be at a

level fine enough to make distinctions thAt areimportant but not

to a, level of detail so fine as to, classify everything' within the

9



subject matter as being d:ffen.mt. Thiz, of cobrse,,is the tric

being knowledgeable about 1) the subject matter and 2) the amount

transfer in learning that can occur among the topics contained in

the dbmain. For if transfer of learning is straightforward betwee

two topics (e.g:, instruction on how to add 5 + 3 enables one to

correctly'do the problem 4 + 3), then a taxonomy that makes such di'

tinctions might be overly etailed. On the other hand, it is obviou

that at a very high *level of generality, most-all topics are similar

(e.g., all dtenis on a mathematics test deal with mathematics), so

that moving in any direction too far is similarly not of any great

value.

Another problem in-specifying domai s is tied more closely to

the instructional content domain and the curricular materials doffiain.

-

This is the question of topic emphasis: Is it sufficient for a topic

to be included in the domain if it is covered in the-school one time ,

on one day or if it is found in one problem in the textbook.' If this

is not the case then what number,of hours, days or problems is

sufficient in order for the.topic to be included in the domain?

Making the TestRepresentative

Figures 1 and 2 do mot address one aspect of the traditional

definition of content validity, 'namely, that the test be a represen-'

tative sample of behaviors from the domain. When one consider's the

objectives domain alone; this property, seems clearly desirable,.

Otherwise, one objective (e.g., a computation objective in mathe-

matics)"might be overemphasized to the detrj.ment of another (e.g.,

an applications objective in mathematics). However, ft is not so

clear that the original motivation for introducing the terms curric-
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ular validity,and instructional validity are best served by retaining

, 4 the requirNilent of representativeness. If we consider a test of mini--

mal competencies, for example, the requirement for representativeness

could be interpreted to mean that the -content of the curriculum'

materials and tile contedt of instructieh must'be limited to minimal

competencies for the.test to have'curricular validity or instructional

validity. .0therwise, there would be cc:Intent in the materials and

content in tile intruction not,represented on the test. To be

restrictive in this way seemsundesirable. The concepts of curricular
1

validity,and instructional validity serve in the eyes of the court

and the planners of this conference to provide assurance that test

A
content is also covered in curriculum materials and in cLass. The

. A

requirement for representativeness could change the concept of

'
curricular and instruc.tionl validity from an assurance of sufficient

coverage to a limitation on coverage.

If the requirement for r presentativeness is dropped, then iv a

st-titt sense, curricular idity and tnstructional validity cannot

be thought of as specific types of content validity on a'par with

objectives validity. Rather, they sflould be' thought ofas charac-

teristics of interest for tests,that have first been judged to be

valid with respdcl' to the objectives domain (which could, once'again

be equated with content validity). Since, alidity is a matter of

degree rather than a dichotomous state, curricular validity and in-
-

structionalNN:alidity would, in practice, need to be judged directly'

againdt the t s rattier than against the objectives domain.

On the other hand, the merit of requiring representativeness

as a criterion for curriculir or instructional validity is that this

criterion would guard against a test giving too much weight to topics
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that'aremvinorivial aspects of idstruction. For ekample, a

,
.

test ominirnal competencies might be devoted entirely to basic number
/ ,

'

-..,-
,

facts. Would this test be considered to:have cuericular or' instruc:

tional validity solely on the basis that they were covered in the

mateiials or in'the classroom even irother iMportant aspects of

the materials or classroom coverage were entirely neglected?

Thus, the question of representativeness eens to-revolve around

the issue of whether curriculum materials and classrOdm instruction

are considered worthy indicators of content.priorities. in their

right or, alternatively whether the objectives domain is considered

sufficient criterion of content priorities, with the curriculum

Olmaterials and classroom instructioa being taken, not as indicators

,of content.priorities, but,of stXdfient student opportunity to

learn. There may be no general answer to this question since in

part it is dependent upon the extent to which tOe objectives are

viewed as authoritative. Presumably the greater the overlap among

, the thnee domains, the more authoritative each would be viewed-as'

a guide for what should be teSted.

A discussion of our attempts
1 to measure the overlap between

tests, ,curriculum materials, and Classroom instruction, which

u,

follows later in this paper, will serve to'further illustrate these

issues. Given the'general nature k)f state assessment, minimumcom-
.

.petency and certification tests, 4d the issues before the courts,

\

the answer for these types of tests seems to be the latter (i.e.,

to not require representativeness for a test to have curricular

and instructional validity).
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What Type of Validity for What lype of Test?
4

8

For general aptitude or general achievement tests we wIpuld a ue

that themain concern should be Content validity with respeCt to the-

domain 4.1pon which the test is to be based. ,

For tests,,of certification, it is not enough that a test have 4

validity withsrespect to the objectives domain. It should,also have'

-
content validity with respect to instructionalcontent but not, neces-

sarily in a representative fashion. In other words, some acceptably

large-percentage of the itemssampled'from the object-iveSdoMain

must alsobe coveted by every student in every classrobm (Figure 2).

ThiS As th6 issue of sufficient student -opportuni6.

If tests without instructional valiAity Sre'being used'for'certi-

fication, the students who faii\such'tests are being penalized for the

failures of the Schools and teachers and not for their own inade-

ctuacies. The rational basis for judging-Student performance in school

f s

is undermined.

If a test has instructional validity, curricular validity can

be argued to have little importtance, to be 40erflubus. In fact,

atleast two arguments can be made for curricular Validity: One is
*

that cUrriculum materials can serve tO reinforce classroom coverage

bf all,the'content on the test; the other (to be developed in the

next sections) is that it is more difficult to measure instructional

validity than it is to measure curricular validity. There is the
)

possibility of usinrcurricular validity as a surrogate for instruc-

tional validity, and itis relatively easier to contiol curricular

validity than instructional validity.

1 3

'7%
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Prototype Measurement of
Curricular and Instructional Validity .

'In this sectiOn we set forth a system to be considerea for use

in content validation. Suggestions here are the result of work.in.

elementary school mathematics. It is our hope that some of wEat we

.haye learned in this context might be generalizable to other subject

matters.and*to other grade levels as well.

A Taxonomy for Measuring Content Validity

In our researA on the determinants of content coverage in the

'classroom, we were interested indeveloping an instrument that would

4.

enable us to measure the conterit of instiuction, tests, and curricular

materials . It is-,our- proposal -that- such_ a_devic_e_c_o_u_l_d_ also be used

to establish the content validity of a test with respect to any of

the domains discussed in this paper. A taxonomy that enables one to

map the items of a test into their content specifications for fourths

grade mathematics could be Lied to characterize, the content domains'

represented by that test. This taxonomy could also be applled tO

the other domains. For example, the domain specified by the objec-

tives on which the test is to be constructed could be analyzed by

content using.this taxonomy." Since this also be done for the

tests, a way to establish the-content validity of the tests is tci

determine the degree to which the test item map can be subsumed

under the objective map.

This same strategy could be followed with respeci to curricular

materials. The various curricular materials could siMilarly be

analyzed by content using the taxonomy, and a map could be devleoped

that suggests the range of topics represented in the OomaA covered

by the textbook or.other. curricular matetials. The same thing

4
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could be done with respect to the dontent of the'actual classroom

instruction. In a later section we address the additional problem of

how one takes the actual classroom instruction and maps that into the

taxonomy.

DescriPtion'of a TaxonOmy for Elementary School Mathematics

The taxonomy discussed here takes the form of a three-dimensional
v

matrix. The three dimensions are: the general intent of the lesson

cOnceptual understanding or application), the nature of,'the

materials presented to students (e.g., measurement or decimal's), and

the 'operation students must perform (e.g., estimate,or multiply).

Developed in conjunction with this taxonomy is a set of rules to

operationalize the cell boundaries. The application of the taxonomy

-to asts and textbook exercises is relatively straightforward, sus--

ceptible to being replicated, and results Th high inter-rater

reliability (Freeman et a1.19.81).

Application of the Taxonomy to Tests

Each item on the test is e>tamined and classified according to',

the taxonomy. The data from such an analysis can be re resented by'.

a,mark on the taxonomy that indicates which_of the cells n the tax-

onomy are covered. After the entire test has been mapp d onto the

taxonomy, the result is a visual representation.of tile areas covered

by that test. This process is illustrated in Figure ,3, whish portrays

the'results of the content analysis of the Stanford Achievement Test

(SAT). It illustrates the flexibility of the taxonomy to,describe

content at diffeient levels of detail. Specific topics'are,represent-
.

ed by the cells of the classification matriX (e.g., three (:)?the 112

Stanford items focus on the skill of column addition of multiple

1
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pappumpoimpo rompoppopium promoolima
mompoompop ummomposomp oppoompoompro
loommorm lommommun mooppormompo
nompooppoo Impoompoo popopeamon
olomplooloo lopmempoon lemouromill
ONOOLOODONOI ONIONONION INUOIONOMMOO
ONOOMMONO
NOPOIONINOI OBOMOMOOMPON MINIONNINO
ONIONINOIN 1010MOIONNOI MODOIONIONIO
ONIONIONIO1 INIONOINION 11111111111111
MINION11111 IMMOINONOON INOINIMOIN
OIONIONINNI IONIONOOMOIO
ONNOMIONINOI INIONNONION IONIONIMION
NONNIONNIN INIONOINOIO INVIONNION
NIONINIONO ItIONIONOON IMINOOMOION

El with pictures

Nature of Platerial
1. sing. dig./basic facts 4: no. sen./phrase 7. unlike frac. 10. percents 13. geometry-

2. sing. Intuit. digit 5. lg. sen./phrase S. mixed no. Li. measurement , 14. other '

3. multiple digit 6. sing./like frac. 9. deciMais IL assn. units of measurement

Figure 3. Content analysis of Stanford Achievement Test (Intermediate Level/Grades 4.5-5.6), 1973

1 t3
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Lad
digit numbers). More,general topics can also be addr by summing

across cells to obtain Marginal,tötals (e.g., seven of the 112 items '

deal with column addition).

Application of the Taxonomy to Curricular Materials

The use of the taxonomy to analyze the.content of curriculan

materials is much more difficult than it is f:::# tests. Lessons in

textbooks contain two distinct components: instructional activities

directed by the teacher and kractice exercises assigned to students.

Our analyses of textbooks were limited to items in the student exer-

cise portion of each lesson. The number of items tO bp classified

for,the student exercise portions of the three.textbookS that we hate'r
A

worked with range from a low of 4,2e8 items in the Addison-Wesley

textbook to a high of 6,968 items in the Houghton-Mifflin text.

These figures show that the content classification of

curricular materials such as textbooks is extensive and time
3

consuming.

To illustrate the application of the taxonomy to curricu3.ar

materials, we provide the results from the content analysis of three

fourth-grade textbooks: Mathematics in Our World, Addison-Wesley

Publishing Co., 1978; Mathematics, Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1978; and

Mathematics Around Us, Scott-Foresman and Co., 1978.

An analysis of content at the cell level within the taxonomy

provides a baSit for comparing the treatment of specific topics within

textbooks (e.g., applications involving the multiplication of single-

digit numbers). Figue 4 depicts the concentration of items represent-

ing specific topics within one of the three texts. Four general

categories are used ,to 'depict the relative frequency of items it each

1 7
r
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I. IMIIIIIIIBIIII 11911IIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIIIIIIII 9IIIIOIIIIIIII
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INIVONIONIII !MINIMUM 11311111MOMOIO
IIIIIIIIII2111 NOMIIMOMIIIIII MOON IMMO
.11111111111111 IMMO =HM1
11111161111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIII iIII
111111111111111 11911111111611
11111111O11111 11111101111111

IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIINIII
11116111111111 III11111101121 IIIIIIIIIINIMI
IIIINION11111 IIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII
OISIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIII IONIIIIIIIIIII
11111111OININ 119111111111I1 1111111111N101

= less than 0.5% ((21 ftems)

M = 0.5% to 5.0% (21-214 Items)

41 = 5% to 10% (215-429 Items)

0= More than 10% (>429 Items)

Nature of Material,
I. sini.-dig./basic facts 4. no. sen./phrase 7. unlike frac.

2. sing & molt. digit 5 alg. sen./phrase R. mixed no.

3 'multiple digit 6 sing./like frac. 9. decimals

so

w/out
] with pictures

10. percents 13. geometry".

II. measurement 14. other
.

12. essn. units of measurement
.

Figure 4. Distribution of items in the Addison-Wesley fourth-grade text

11
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cell of the taxonomy. The symbol "H" denotes high freluency cells_

into which 57. to 10% of the iteni fall. When the "H? is circled, over

107. of the items in the text are concentrated in that cell. An "M"

designates cells containing a moderate concentration of items (0.5%

to 5.0%) and "L" indicates cells containing a low frequency of item

(less than 0.5%). Cells that have no symbols are "empty," meaning

that content does not occur in the textbook.

Each textbookS-distribution .=.pf specific topics a.cros'the cate-
,

gories of concepts, skills, and applications is presented in Table 1.

From this table it can be seen that of the 293 topics included in one

or more.of the three books, 51% were included in the Addison-Wesley

text, 57% in the Houghton-Mifflin text,and 67% in the Scott-Foresman

1111

,

ft

text. Beca there was,overlap in topic coverage- (i.e., some topics

were covered in two or three of the books), the cell frequencies in

Table 1 sum to more than 293. Nevertheless, this analysis reveals

that any given book covers only a little, more than half the topics

preSented,in all three books collectively.

Distribution of Specific Topics Across ,

Coqcepts, Skills-and Applications

Addison
Wesley

Houghton
Mifflin

Scott
Foresman

Concepts 23 42 56

Skills 53 52 66

Applications 72 73 75

Totals 148 167' 197

t 0
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Tile Establishment of Curicurar Validity: Textbooks

In this section we illustrate the way in which curricular validity,

can be established by examining the map between the several tests

and textbooks illustrated in the previous section. In order to put

this in the context that we have been considering, assume that the

teat's content validity with respect to the objectives domain has

already been established and that what is.being considered here is

the additional question of the degree to which the'test has curridular

validity with respect to the textbook being used in that particular

district.

)

For purposes of illustration, data are presented that contrabt

the content d&ains specified by (1) the five most frequently used

standardized tests.in mathematics and (2) three°textbooks. With our data,

we can ask what percent of the topics on a test are covered in a given

textbook. The four ablumns labeled "T" in Table'2 describe the percent

of topics in each test that served as the focus of at least one item

in the student exercises in each, book. In interpreting these figures,

it'is important to remember that at least 4,000 items were classified

. for each book. The percent of tested topics covered in a given

book ranged frpm a low of 52.8% fOr the SAT and Houghton-Mifflin

text to a high.Of 73.7% for the MAT and Houghton-Mifflin textbook.

Thus, only about one-half of the topics that were considered in the...SAT

SAT were covered by one or more of the 6,986 items in the student

exercise portions of the Houghton-Mifflin text.
1

410

The columns labeled "T" n Table 2 describe the percent of test

4*

topics that served as the focus of at least 20 items in each book.

If one assumes that this subset of boOk topics represents the content

students will have had an adequate opportunity to learn or Eo prac-

. 2 0



Table 2.

Percentioof Tested Topics Covered in Each Textbook

Tests

Publisher

Addison-Wesley

T
a

T'
b

Houghton-Mifflin

T'

Scott-Foresman

T T'-

MAT (38)_c

SAT (72)

IOWA ,(66)

CTBS I (53),

CTBS II (61)

(148)d

63.2 .

54.1

54.5

56.6

60.7

(42)

31.6

22.2

25.8

32.1 .

27.9

w

(167)

73.7

52.8

72.7

64.2

, 59.0

(49)

39.5

20.8

31.8

.,37.7

37.7 '

(197)

73.7

62.5 .,

71.2

64.2

67.2

(50)

42.1

22.2

25.8'

35.8

34.4

-

a
T = Topics covered by at`ieast one item in the book.

bT''= Topics covered by at least 20 items in the bOok.

.cNumbers in parentheses indicate the total number of. topics in each test that are

covered in all three books.

dNumbers in parentheses across textbooks indicaes the number of items in each

textbook that are covered in.all tests.

2 I*
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tice during, the preceding academic year, these figures should provide

reasonable estimates Of the relation between test content and ihe content

of instruction suggested by the book. These values ranied from a low

of 20.8% for the SAT and Houghton-Mifilin text to a high of 42.1% fdr
t_

the MAT and Scott-Foresman text. In other wdrds, the proportion o

topics presented on a standardized,test that received lore than cursory
01,

treatment in each textbook was never higher than 50%!

The Establishment of Curricular V Ob'ectives

Still anosher exa e of an examination of curricular validity is

,

presented with res ect to the mathematical Objectnes used inVa district,

which we call Knoxport. The full strand oftathemat1ca1 objectives,

excluding those klealing with enrichment, waS subjected to a conteat

4

analysis. This mapping of the objectives was then contrasted with the '

Stanford Achievement Test, whichalso happens to be the standardized

c;

test administered in that district.

The content specified by the objectives is not totally covered

on the Stanford Achievement Test, nor, fot thae matter, are the

topics tested on the Stanford Achievement Test all present in the

district objectives. There is a fair amount of overlap between the

twd sources but this is in no sense complete.

One way to suggest this comparison is in terms of the objec-

tives used by the school district. Of the total number of objectfves,

56 percent have content that is tested on the Stanford Achievement_Test

These 52 objectives, however,, do not represent distinct topics as

defined by the taxonomy. In fact,. the 52 objectives are classified

into 24 cells of the taxonomy. Another way to think of this lack

of consistency is to point out that 44 percent a the topics covered
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by the district objectives are'topics,that ar"also tested by the .

SAT. Either figure implies that only one-half of the content covered

by the objectives is tested by the Stanford Achievement Test.

Another way to look at the lack of consistency between the two

is to consider it from the other point of view. The items on the

SAT represent 61 cells or topics in terms of the taxonomy. Again

remembering that 24 toPics are covered by both,the district objectives

and the SAT implies that approximately 40 percent of all topics

covered by the SAT are also similarly covered in'terms of the district

objectives. From thiS perspective, there is.even a greater discrepancy.

1

The SAT items deal with many topics not covered by the districCobjec-

tives.

EstAblishment of Instructional Validity

The appfication of the taxonomy to instructional content is a

much more difficult task. Tests and curricular materials are almost

always expressed in written form and hence are rather easily sub-

jected to a content analysis using the taxonomy. The content of in-
. -

struction, however, is more elusive as it represents an on-going

process that is presented to the students interactively with the teacher.

Obtaining data on instruction and detailing the content of that

instruction is a difficult task.

At the Institlite for Research on Teaching (IRT) we td.Ve Used

lia.iious forms for the collection of such information. The most cosEly

is field observation. In this approach, trained observers record

during the course of'the day what topics are covered and for what

periods'Of time. A cheaper and more straightforward approach'to

the problem is to have teachers keep daily logs in which ehey record

9')
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An importaht question is the degree to which log. kept by teachers

are an accurate represeptatiOn of topic coverage. In one project at

the IRT, we found that teachers in general were able to keep fairly

accurate logs'. An analysis df the measurement error inherent in the

process is being conducted and preliminary results suggest that in

the aggregate .(that is aN;eraged over days)',1 the amount of error is

--using the logs to represent cOntent/time allocations of teachers is

not unacceptably arge.
.

414
THence, the structional validity-of a test can be established

here as vias illustrated with respect to curricular validity. The

only difference being that within this context the content profile

of the test is contrasted with the content profile derived from the

log analysis. The degree to which the two are consistent with each

other is the extent to which instructional validity is present for

the test and for the studentsiin that particular class. None of

the data from our in a complete enough form to provide

us with an illustratiOn contrasting content coverage against one of

the standardized tests. We can; however, discuss, in general,

examples of teachers who used the same materials but whose content

coverage varied.

Durihg"the 1979-80 school year we collected extensive data on

seven teachers in three different districts. We intelViewed the

teachers weekly, observed their classroom.instruction, and had

them keep daily logs recording their fourth-grade mathematics

instruction.

In the Sawyer district we observed two teachers whom we shall

call Wilma and-Jacqueline: The Sawyer district had a.mandated
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mathematics textbook series (Holt) that all teachers were required

'to usa. .However, teachers were not told they had...to teach all topics'

k

Irk* from t e book. In order to place the obserlotionS made in this study

into thP context of, this paper, imagine that this district is con-

Sidering a minimal Competency test for promotion from fourth to fifth

grade and that we are concerned with the'mathematics section (a totally
,

hypotheEical siftuation). Let us further assume that the super1ntendent4

and, curriculum director have specified the domain upon which this

test is to bp develo ed and that,thratigh a careful analysis of the

HOlt text,heve ecided that the domain specified by the objectives

is a proper s bset of the domain of topics generated by the Holt

textbook: In other Words the test has cricular validity. But

WO t lso have instructional validit One might think that having

estab ed curricular validity and also having a standardized

textbook,solas to assure curricular validity for all studencs in

the distAct,would assure that all students would receive instruction

on every topic contained in the domain specified by the-objectives.

In other words, this would insure instructional validity. However,

) -

in Sawyer the two teachers we observed treated the-Textgooks in

very different ways. For Ja.cqueline,the textbook essentially defined--

.for this particular year at least--the content of her instruction.

She followed the textbook in an almost linear fashion covering it

page by page until she ran Out of time at-the end of the.year (at

Chapter Nine) A test such as the.hypothetical prOmotion test sug-
,

:
.

(
.

gested above would have had instructional validitY for Jacqueline's
*

- 1

classroom if it contained the same content as the first nine chapters

of the textbook.
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Two caveats need mentioning. Three students in Jacqueline's

classroom were put into a special subgroupthat used the third grade

Holt book because these students were below giade level. Obviously

k

a mathematics test that matched the fourth grade text would not

-have had instructional validity, for thse students. It ls,also

esting co rote that if.the material Covered in the test was nOt concen-

trated at the beginning of the taxtbook but was found throughout'

the textbopk then the lssue of hOw far ihe students"went in.the

textbook does determine whether the'test would have instructional

4
validity. In other words, if the testlexamines domain topics covered

JA

in the back sections of the book then Jacqueline's studencs.would

not have been instructed.in them and the ertification tests would

not have been instructionally valid fof those students.

The other teacher in this district, Wilma, did not follow the

textbook in any straightforward fashion. In fact, this teacher had

f...-

.
.

.

ter own conceptidn of what should be covered in fourth-grade mathe-
,.

matics. This conception not/only included a detailing of the topics

that should be covered but also a time schedule as to when these topics

V

should be covered. As a result of this, Wilma did npt cover'the

- textbook, She rearranged the order in which she covered things in.,

the textbook; skipped sections of the book that she did not find

consistent with her own conception of what should be covered, and
,

added to the instruction topics that were not contained in the book

In this case, it is clear that although the texebook was man-

dated, the teacher chose to use it in her own fashion. If any of

the lopics that she chose to skip were a part ofthe domain on which

the test was based,, then, despite the fact that the test had curricular

validity,.it would not totally have had instructional validity for
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the students iu lalma's class. In genelal, ool. data show that

students in this district,using the samQ, mandated textbook in mathe-

matics received different insiructional content.

The implication of this is that the hypothetical promotion 1

certification test would have had content validity with respect to

both the objectives and the curricular material for all stUdents in
4

the district but for the students.in Jacqueline's class the test

would additionally'have had better content validity with respect to

the domain of instruciional content than would have been the case

for 4tudents in. Wilma's ckass.

Consider one last example. In Knoxport a detailed'strand of'

objectives for mathematics was-required kor use by all teachers.

Associated with this set of mathematical objectives was a manage-
.

ment system 'that included locator tests, pretests, and mastery

tests. Teachers kept records on the objwctives that students'

. had passed. In fact, although to the-best of our knowledge it was

never invoked, a policy existed whereby teachers could.be released

from their jobs if they did hot use the MBO system and have the

students in their class work through the objectives. It is interesting

that even in this district with paper sanctions for not folloWing

the system, we"found, among the three teachers studied-in this

district, a lack.of consistency in terms of their students covering

the objectives, One of the teachers .Andy, almost.totally followecf

the MBO system ahd had his students work systeinaticaldy throup the

objectives, one by one, until,they. passed the mastery tests. For

students in his class any test for advancement made consistent with

the objectives would have been valid with respect to instructional

contnt-at least 'for some studentscbut would have varied student by
'
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student since not all were able to progress through all the objec

,

tives for that grade level due to self pacing.

However, in the same district two other'teachers, Terry and

Lucy, followed less closely the MBO system for their matheatics

instruction. Lucy provided two mathematics sessions, one devoted to

regular mathem4tics instruction and the other, devoted to using the
,

individualized objectiVas system. The other teacher, Terry, rarely

used the MBO system, and, in fact, by the end of the year, the students

had spent very little time in- the system. Although students in Terry's

;:. class were from the same district, their testing would not,neces

,.. . ,

aazIly have been valid in content even if it were consistent with

district objectives.

The Three Types of Content Validity_
and Implications for Curriculum Policy Making

Studies we have done indicate that if no efrorts are made to

assure curricular or instructional validity,,a test that has content

validity with respect to the objectives domain would vary in its cur

ricular.and instructional validity for different students. Consider 1

for examPle a test that fias a curricular validity (i.e., the test

has content validity both with respect to the domain of objectives

and with respect to,the domain defined by the curricular materials).

A test will not have this characteristic unless the materials have

been standardized for the population being tesetd, (e.g., the state

or district). Otherwtse one must talk about curricular validity in

relationship to some district, school, or building. In Ihis way,

validity becomes a variable and is not a constant characteristic of

the test itself as it is in classical test theory and -in the case

of content validity based on a ,set of objectives. In general, for

9 C,
h.
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curriculum to be valid, the curricular materials must ,e uniform among

the population for which the test is designed. For example, statewide

adoptions of textbooks would 'assure that a test based on the,objectives

and consistent with the textbook would have content validity both with

respect to the objectives domain and the Curricular materials domain.

Mazr educators assume that all basic textbooks in a certain sub-

ject matter atea cover the same basic content and are in fact inter-
4

,

changeable. This wOuld imply that the test would have curricular

Validity with respect to any one of these textbooks. In the work

we have done with three fourth-giade mathematics textbooks'ineluding

Scott-Foresman, Houghton-Mifflin, and A1dison4es1ey, we found

substantial differenCes among them:- which implie's that these books
-

are not interchangeable With respect to their definition of a

curricular domain. One cannot assume that any book within a certain

,

subject matter will guarantee curricular validity. Once the content

domain with respect to the objectives is specified, careful (alysis

of the'major textbooks in the field must be undertaken so as to

guarantee that the content domain specified by the objectives is in

. fact coincidental or at least a subset of the domain defined by the

curricular material. N

At this point it is reasonable to ask the question, why anyone

would be particularly concerned abodt a test having turricular

validity? One reason is the belief by many educators that the materials

do in fact specify the actual instruction to take place in the class-

room (i.e., by assuring. that a test has curricular validity you are
-

also simultaneously assuring instructional validity).

Also on the practical side, policies that insure curricular

validity are more easily established than is the case for instructional

9 4,,
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validity. For example, it is relatively straightforward for a district

superintendent or state superintendent to mandate textbooks or cur-
.

ricular materials to be 4sed in the tchoois' within that unit. This

is not the case for Mandating the actual content of inkruction.

It is also easier to,ptablish whether attest has content validity

withdrespecelo the curricular materials domain. 'The establishment

o& instructional validity is much more difficult and time consuming.

'But we have found that even when materials are required to be

used by all teachers within a district or building, this does not

guarantee that what is in those curricular materials will necessarily

be covered in every classroom. Many teacherp operate relatively

autonomously in defining the content of their instruction. This.

we at least found to be the case fOr fourth-grade mathematics.

Some teachers follow textbooks and other curricular materials
\

almost to a tee, whereas other teachers in those same districts

and under the same mandates wilL not necessarily cover nor follow

the textbooks. Consider the case of Jacqueline and Wilma as reported

previously. It appears to us that verifying the consistency between

test items and the curricular domain dols not insure consistency

between test items and the instructional content domain. Since the

latter is the desired standard, for former would only be useful when

it could serve as a surrogate for the latter. The research we have

done certainly challenges the expectation that'this would occur

frequently.

How could curricular validity serve as a reasonable surrogate

for instructional validity? If management systemS such as the MBO

system used in Knpxport were to have associated with them stringent

rewards and punishments that assured that all children will cover

VA

3 1,1

0
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the objectives, and if a test has curricular validity with respect

to the objectives, this system might guarantee instructional validity.

Why Does Instructional Validity Vary?

One mighteask'why all students in the same classroom do riot receive

identical instructional content. Two reasons are suggested by our

research. The first pertains to grouping strategies. If the class

is always taught as a whole group then all childen within that

classroom will receive the same basic conteht. Hence for this situ-

ation a test has instructional validity for all students within the

classroom.

If the instruction within 'the classroom is provided on a sub-

group or individual basis, identicaLinstructional content is not

necessarily assured across all individuals or subgroups of students.

This would imply that, even within the same classroom, a t might

shave instructional validity With respect to one subgroup but not

with respect to others.
t

Many of the certification or diploma testi measure cumulative

types of educational' experiences. A second reason why instructional

validity is not guaranteed for all students in the'same classoom

is that content,assumed to have been.covered in a previous grade

level and hence nob covered in the present grade,might'not have been

covered for all individuals (e.g., because of the cLassroom from

which .they came). So, for some studenn, certain content is not

covered. To the extent that this happens, it exacerbates the problem

of guaranteeing instructional validity for all children.'

The point of!this section is that instructional validity will

not occur naturally. One way to encourage instructional'validity

is to require that certain curricular materials, consistent with the



domain specified by the objectives, be used and that santions be

included so that teachers are more likely, to cover those objectives

4

using the instructional materialsprovideth---Onealso_wonders if

27

the longheld notion of teaching to the test might have a positive

effect in encouraging instructional validity.

)N When the test if first administered (and assuming it is valid

-.

with respect to the objectives), one cannot necessarily expect the

objectives-domain to be a subset of tile instructional content domain

for all students unless one puts some constraints on what is taught.

A reasonable constraint is to require some i.evel of performance on
,)

the test as a triterion for graduation. Requiring that this test

have instructional validity before it can be used (as some have

argued) is like a "Catch 22" since instructional validity is only

likely to occur after such a testing practice has been in place

for a while.

If a tett used for certification is administered.for several

years prior to the time it will actually be used for certification,

and if,deciSions and careful content analyses of the objectives

domain (on which the test is based-at the level of detail suggested

by our taxonomy) is made .available to the teachers, it seems likely

that teachers would begin to teach to the test, which would provide

for greater instructional validity.

Another way of insuring instructional validity is to give the

' test initially as a diagnostic device and then give remediation to

students on the topics they fail. This.in fact is pretty much the

way the New York Regents Competency Test is supposed to work. The

test is first given in 9th grade. Students who fail are put in a



special help class. They can take the test as many times as needed

to pass.

Summary

In this paper we have examined the three concepts: content

28

validity, instructional validity, and curricular validity. All

,
three deal with content validity but the domain differs among the three.

We-maintain that certification tests must have instruct onal validity,
. A

by which we mean that the test must be Valid both with espett to

the domain,used to define tele ininimum competencies and the instructional

content domain (i.e., what is taught in the schools). We further argue

that the test items must be representative of the objectiVn domain

but not neces-sarily representative of the instructional contept domain.

Whether a test has content vdlidity with respect to the domain

)specified by the curricular materials 's important only insdfar as A -

is a surrogate for instructional validity. Some might believe that

an analysis of the curricular materials tells us what content is

covered 'in the schools. Our work suggests that this is far from

true. Teachers'in,the United States generally operate fairly

autonomously as decision makers in defining the content of their
4

instruction. They are influenced by many sources other than curricular

materialS 'such as tests, principals, and'other teachers. It is for

this Teason that curricular validity should not be used as a criterion

to establish the instructional validity of a CertificatitK test.

For tests of certificatio(there must be some other way to assure
1

.that a relatively large percentage of the items represent topics

that are covered by all students irNthQ district and/or state (i.e.,

to assure that certification tests have instructional validity).

33
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